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ABSTRACT

Development of Probabilistic Ship Collision Load Estimation 
Procedure based on Reliability Analysis

Song, Yunhui
Civil and Environmental Engineering

The Graduate School
Seoul National University

It is necessary to establish criteria deciding design loads from probability 

distribution of vessel collision load for bridge design based on 

load-resistance factor design method (LRFD) coping with ship-bridge 

collision. This study has adopted annual probability of exceedance for 

probability distribution of vessel collision load as criteria to decide design 

load. Reliability analysis method for estimating probability of failure is 

applied to define appropriate level of annual probability of exceedance. It 

has been decided the probability distribution of vessel collision load 

considering influence variables of collision conditions, and the probability 

distribution of structural resistance using P-M interaction diagram of critical 

section as a limit state and statistical property of resistance. When obtaining 

structural response from vessel collision load, time history analysis is 

conducted for considering dynamic effect of collision load. From this study, 

procedure of bridge reliability analysis for vessel collision load has been 
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formalized. The results of numerical examples applying procedure of 

reliability analysis for vessel collision load could prescribe the reliability 

index depending on the annual probability of exceedance. Based on this 

study, dynamic effect due to vessel collision with bridge is required to be 

considered and from this procedure, it is possible to calculate more precise 

vessel collision load than the existing deterministic method.

 

Key words : Probabilistic approach, Vessel collision load, Annual 

probability of exceedance, Reliability analysis, Dynamic effect

Student Number : 2012-20908
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1 Introduction

1.1 Backgrounds

Vessel collision event is an extreme event that has lower occurrence 

probability, but could give considerable damage to humans and society. 

Until a recent date around globe, bridge collapse by vessel collision has 

been occurred about once in a year (Larsen, 1993). From riskiness of vessel 

collision event, bridge design standards of various countries of the world has 

stated that it is essential to consider ship collision on exposed bridge when 

designing bridge. In the 1980’s, research for ship-bridge collision had got 

started after disastrous collapse of Sunshine Skyway Bridge (figure 1) by 

vessel collision in USA. The final report called ‘Guide Specification and 

Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of Highway Bridges’ that 

conducted the research of vessel collision funded from 11 states in USA 

and FHWA(Federal Highway Administration) was accepted as design 

guideline for vessel collision by AASHTO(American Association State 

Highway Transportation) in 1991. After this, AASHTO LRFD(1994) in USA 

got stared to contain probabilistic approach risk analysis method, ‘Method 

Ⅱ’. Also in Europe in 1998, research related to vessel collision had been 

conducted actively like the symposium ‘Advanced in Bridge Aerodynamics, 

Ship Collision Analysis. and Operation & Mintenance’, etc. In the same 

year, Eurocode stated design specification for vessel collision using risk 

analysis similar with AASHTO LRFD in part of ‘General Actions-Accidental 
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Actions’.  

Figure 1 Sunshine Skyway Bridge (USA, 1980) 

Representative design method for vessel collision, AASHTO LRFD design 

specification (2010) has been used in design practice. This method applies 

risk analysis based on Annual Frequency of bridge collapse (AF). It aims to 

examine safety of collision occurrence loacation and limit AF to be under 

0.0001. However, this approach has some limitations that does not follow 

limit state design method unlike other extreme event load (earthquake load, 

etc.) and is ambiguous to define vessel collision design load for checking 

limit state of structural members in case of vessel collision. Therefore it is 

needed to develop design method for vessel collision that LRFD design 

concept is applied for checking limit state of structural members and having 

same design philosophy with other extreme event loads.
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figure 2 The Newly Proposed Design Procedure 
for Vessel Collision Event 

For this reason, it is proposed newly design procedure (figure 2)applying 

LRFD design concept that annual probability of exceedance and same design 

philosophy with other extreme event loads are adopted. The newly proposed 

design procedure would complement deficient statistical data about vessel 

collision event conditions and make possible to check limit state of 

structural members.

Annual probability of exceedance  meaning probability that vessel 

collision load  would be over design load   in a year is generally 

expressend in reciprocal of return period  as shown in equation 1 under 

assumption that individual collision event is mutually independent. Therefore, 

if return period  or annual probability of exceedance  is decided from 
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target performance in bridge design, design load   would be defined 

from probability density function  as shown in equation 2 or 

complementary cumulative distribution function(CCDF)  (figure 3) as 

shown in equation 3. 

  Pr         exp ≅  (1)

 


∞

   (2)

  
   (3)

Return period applied in design for vessel collision means conceptual 

values corresponding to probability of exceedance of specific design load, 

not a statistical value about magnitude of load – frequency of observed 

vessel collision load. By adopting return period of vessel collision load, it 

makes possible that compare load with other extreme event load (earthquake, 

etc.) on the same target performance level and refer to risk analysis results 

of other ones to set up rational target reliability index. 
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figure 3 Estimation of vessel collision load  using annual probability of 

exceedance  from probability density function  (left) 

and complementary cumulative density function   (right) 

In the newly proposed method for vessel collision, probability distribution 

of vessel collision load and target annual probability of exceedance is 

necessary to define vessel collision design load. In a situation that 

probability distribution of annual vessel collision load could be derived by 

the former research (Lim, 2013), criteria of target annual probability of 

exceedance is needed to define vessel collision design load from probability 

distribution. Therefore, method to define target annual probability of 

exceedance as rational and objective standard is required, since there has 

been no discussion about reasonable level of target annual probability of 

exceedance.   

1.2 Research Objectives and Contents

This study is about applying reliability analysis method to use reliability 

index as rational and quantitative measurement. In this study, it would be 

calculated reliability index depending on annual probability of exceedance 

that makes possible to compare with other extreme events loads or target 
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reliability index. Therefore, the final goal achievement of this study is that 

develop probabilistic ship collision load estimation procedure based on 

reliability analysis. 

In chapter 2, it would analyze the representative design specification, 

AASHTO LRFD in the present. In AASHTO LRFD, risk analysis method is 

suggested that assess safety about location of structures. it would show 

detailed method and analyze drawbacks of this analysis method. Also, it 

would show acceptance criteria that AF should be under 1/10000.   

In chapter 3, reliability analysis procedure for vessel collision is 

formalized in advance. Overall procedure is based on reliability theory, 

especially it is focused on derivation of probability distribution of vessel 

collision load containing dynamic effect and combined load. Probability 

distribution of vessel collision load is derived by scenario-based probability 

model of ship collision load and reflection of dynamic effect. Also, 

probability distribution of combined load based on Extreme event load 

combination Ⅱ is decided. Process of estimating reliability index depending 

on vessel collision load is made up by applying step to derive probability 

distribution of resistance in formalized reliability analysis procedure. Vessel 

collision load corresponding to selected annual probability of exceedance is 

defined from probability distribution, and is used to design section. 

Reliability index is calculated from deriving and applying probability 

distribution of resistance on design section.   

In chapter 4, process of estimating reliability index depending on vessel 

collision load would be applied to numerical example bridges and verified 
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by comparing with the criteria in the existing design specification. Compared 

with AF 1/10000 suggested in AASHTO LRFD, corresponding annual 

probability of exceedance would be estimated and examine what it means.

In chapter 5, it is described that conclusion, significance of this research 

and future research based on the contents stated above.
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2 Present Design Specification

In the representative design guideline for vessel collision, ‘Guide 

Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of Highway 

Bridge(AASHTO, 2009)’, design procedure for vessel collision has two steps 

of planning and detailed design as shown in figure 4.  

First, the planning step is for deciding overall bridge layout with spans 

of waterway and bridge. In this step, owner should cover all expenses 

increased by span of bridge, and service stability of ship operation is 

influenced by obstacle like pier in the navigable way in the view of 

shipping business. Therefore, main span of bridge located in waterway 

would be decided by discussion with owner and the persons concerned in 

shipping business. 

In the detailed design step, it is classified in a method to review 

response of bridge for design load, ‘Method Ⅰ’, and a risk analysis method 

to estimate probability of bridge failure by vessel collision. Each ones 

describe the detailed method to evaluate structural response on collision or 

predict risk with probability of failure. However, Method Ⅰ has some 

drawbacks that it could not contain uncertainty of vessel collision event 

since impact force is defined only based on vessel traffic, and it is difficult 

to check dynamic effect of vessel collision load because the method 

suggests the static loading analysis. Also, risk analysis method in Method Ⅱ

has limit to assess safety of bridge structure when ship collides with bridge. 
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Therefore, current design practice tends to focus on basically avoiding 

collision not to consider direct collision between vessel and bridge. The 

detailed method of risk analysis in Method Ⅱ is described in the following.  

figure 4 Vessel Collision Design Procedure Flow chart
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figure 4 Vessel Collision Design Procedure Flow Chart - continued
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2.1 Risk Analysis Method

Risk analysis of vessel collision is a method that design collapse 

probability of bridge by vessel collision under criterion. Risk analysis 

procedure for vessel collision considers uncertainty of vessel collision event 

and uncertainty of bridge collapse by collision load, summarized as follows. 

In advance it is essential to collect vessel transit data like vessel traffic 

passing under the bridge, vessel loading characteristics, and etc. 

Mathematical model would be used to estimate collision occurrence 

probability and collision load with vessel traffic data, and then, it is 

estimated probability of bridge failure that is criteria to assess risk level.  

   (4)

Uncertain variables of vessel collision considered during procedure of risk 

analysis is as following as Table 1. Out of these, geometric probability 

() suggested in AASHTO LRFD is defined as the conditional probability 

that a vessel will hit a bridge pier or span given that it has lost control in 

the vicinity of the bridges, and a normal distribution would be utilized to 

model the aberrant vessel transit path near the bridge from a review of 

historical bridge collision data (Fujii et al, 1978). The value of  for a 

pier represents the area in the normal distribution bounded by the pier width 

and the width of the vessel on each side of the pier. The location of the 

mean of the standard distribution is assumed equal to the centerline of the 

vessel transit path, and the standard deviation of the normal distribution is 

assumed equal to the  of the vessels in the design fleet. 
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Process Uncertainty Variables Estimation Method

Vessel Frequency
( )

Characteristics of 
vessel traffic under the 

bridge 
(size, type, etc.)

Estimation of future 
vessel traffic data 

Probability of 
Aberrancy 

( )

Human error, 
Mechanical Failures, 

Adverse Environmental 
Conditions 

(poor visibility, wind 
squalls, etc.)

statistical data or 
traffic simulation

Geometric Probability
()

vessel traffic 
distribution, human 

intervention

statistical data or 
mathematical model

Probability of Collapse
()

vessel impact force, 
ultimate bridge 

resistance

compare ratio of vessel 
impact force and 
ultimate bridge 

resistance

Table 1 Uncertainty variables of each process 

Unlike the model suggested in AASHTO, vessel collision probability 

model from Eurocode 1 is the method considering distribution of the initial 

ship position () and the probability that a collision is avoided by human 

intervention (). Collision occurrence probability  during the period 

of consideration , is defined as shown in equation 5 (Vrouwenvelder, 

1998). 
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     (5)

where  is the number of ships per time unit (traffic intensity), and  

would mean precisely the same with  in AASHTO if time unit is set 

as a one year.  is the probability of a failure per unit travelling 

distance, and  is the probability of collision with structure given that 

it is aberrant from position , meaning same with geometry probability 

 in AASHTO. However, it is difficult for structure designer to apply 

design standard of Eurocode 1 in design practice, since it is not suggested 

clear and detailed method to estimate each parameters in vessel collision 

probability model in Eurocode 1. 

The final step to estimate annual frequency of collapse (), is to 

define probability of bridge collapse () by vessel collision load. Ideally, 

it is the most appropriate to apply reliability analysis with defining limit 

state of structural member and considering uncertainty of load and resistance 

for estimating probability of collapse. However, in case of extreme event 

load that has low occurrence frequency and magnitude of load is large, it is 

difficult to gain precise probability distribution from statistical data as well 

as necessary to consider complex limit state function about responses 

generated in whole bridge. Especially, definition of probability of collapse is 

possible with system reliability analysis for limit state of various structural 

member simultaneously in case of structure having redundancy that failure 

of a member is not extended to system failure like bridge. However, there 

is technical limit of system reliability analysis to apply to structure having 
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sufficient redundancy like bridge in the present technical state.   

From these reasons, the present standard of bridge design suggests 

approximate method using ultimate bridge element resistance and vessel 

impact force to estimate probability of bridge collapse. In this method, 

probability of collapse is computed from ratio of equivalent static vessel 

impact force calculated from Method Ⅰ to ultimate bridge element 

resistance with probability of collapse distribution as shown in figure 5 that 

was derived from studies (Fujii et al, 1978) using historical information 

about damage to ships colliding at sea, and assumed that the pier is 

considered as a large collision object relative to the ship (GRT ratio = 10 

to 100).

figure 5 Probability of Collapse Distribution (AASHTO, 2009) 

This method has some drawbacks that has no valid reasons to apply 

damages from ship-ship collision to probability of bridge collapse and has 
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little accuracy about uncertainty of vessel collision load and ultimate 

resistance unlike reliability analysis, Furthermore, it means simply probability 

of foundation failure that does not consider failure of other members 

excepting foundation, since ultimate resistance of bridge element is generally 

estimated from foundations impact part.

Therefore, risk analysis method suggested on AASHTO LRFD is mainly 

used to verify validity of span length or decide whether protection measures 

need to install or not, since the method has low accuracy to estimate 

probability of failure.  

2.2 Acceptance Criteria

In AASHTO LRFD, annual frequency of collapse (AF) by vessel 

collision is defined like equation 4, and acceptable criteria for total bridge is 

as following.

- Critical/Essential Bridges : The acceptable annual frequency of collapse, 

 , of critical/essential bridge should be equal to, or less than, 0.01 in 

100years (  ).

- Typical Bridges : The acceptable annual frequency of collapse,  , of 

typical bridges should be equal to, or less than 0.1 in 100years 

(  ).
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3 Reliability Analysis for Vessel Collision Load

3.1 Formalization of Reliability Analysis Procedure for 

Vessel Collision Load

Since it had not been tried to set up method of reliability analysis for 

vessel collision load in the past, it is necessary to formalize bridge 

reliability analysis procedure for vessel collision load prior to prescribe 

interrelation between vessel collision load and reliability index. Reliability 

analysis procedure for vessel collision load would be based on general 

reliability analysis theory and especially it is essential to concentrate upon 

process of concluding probability distribution of vessel collision load as 

considering uncertainty and dynamic effect by vessel collision.

figure 6 Reliability Analysis Procedure for Vessel Collision Load

3.1.1 Probability Distribution of Vessel Collision Load

The scenario-based probability model of ship collision load (Lim, 2013) 
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would be applied to estimating probability distribution of vessel collision load. 

This model includes vessel traffic data of the waterway under target bridge 

and uncertainties of vessel collision situation, and the whole process is shown 

in figure 7. As deriving a diversity of collision scenarios with influence 

variables of collision conditions and computing collision load of each collision 

scenarios, probabilistic model of vessel collision load for total vessel traffic is 

made up.

 

figure 7 Process of Ship-bridge Collision Analysis 

This study follows the process explained below to derive probability 

distribution of vessel collision load.   

(1) Probability of collision

This method is based on study for vessel collision by AASHTO as a 
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relatively simple method to derive probability distribution of vessel collision 

load. The process of computing annual collision probability is calculated from 

the number of annual vessel traffic of class , , the probability of 

aberrancy, , and the conditional probability that a vessel will hit a bridge 

pier or span given that it is aberrant, . Additionally it could be adjusted 

by protection factor, , whether full or partial protection against vessel 

collision exists or not.

=() (6)   

where parameters in equation 6 would be calculated from the method 

suggested in AASHTO LRFD(2010). 

(2) Ship impact speed 

In AASHTO LRFD(2010), ship impact speed is estimated from length 

overall (LOA) and location relation between centerline of vessel transit path 

and exposed structure as shown in figure 8 below. The estimated ship impact 

speed would be used to calculate vessel collision load with dead weight 

tonnage (DWT) of vessel
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.

figure 8 Design Impact Speed 

where,   = design impact speed (m/s)

    = typical vessel transit speed with the navigable channel limits 

under normal environmental circumstances (m/s)

    = minimum design impact speed (m/s)

    = distance to bridge element from centerline of vessel transit 

path (m)

    = distance to edge of channel from centerline of vessel transit 

path (m)

    = distance equal to 3×LOA from centerline of vessel transit 

path (m)

(3) Conditional probability density function of collision load
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Conditional probabilistic density function of vessel collision load   for 

vessel in class   is assumed that it follows triangular probability density 

distribution that has the mean force as vessel collision load   given in 

equation 7, and a ±50% percent scatter as a upper and lower limit as shown 

in figure 9 (Frandsen and Langso, 1980).

 


  MN (7)

figure 9 Triangular probability density distribution

Therefore, conditional probabilistic density function of vessel collision load, 

, for vessel of class  using triangular probability density function is as 

follows, equation 8.
















   ≤≤





   ≤≤

 

(8)
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Probability distribution of vessel collision load   for total vessel traffic 

could be derived from summation of each vessel group’s probability 

distribuion that annual collision probability multiplies conditional pdf of vessel 

collision load. 

3.1.2 Reflection of Dynamic Effect occurred by Ship Collision

Dynamic response generated by vessel collision load is depend on shape 

of pylon that has difference of response moment under same load condition. 

For instance, there is difference of response moment for A-shaped and 

diamond-shaped pyon as below. 

In case of diamond-shaped pylon, the maximum moment of collision 

occurs by reinforcement effect between response moment by dead and live 

load,  ,  , and one by vessel collision load,  , when vessel collides 

with bridge. However, in case of A-shaped pylon, the maximum moment 

occurs after loading since cancellation effect between  ,  and   

occurs when vessel collides with bridge and reinforcement effect occurs by 

residual vibration after loading. Since the worst case of dynamic effect like 

this is not found from static analysis, dynamic response would be reflected in 

probability distribution as dynamic response factor by conducting dynamic 

analysis.
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figure 10 Response Moment on A-shaped Pylon 
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figure 11 Response Moment on Diamond-shaped Pylon

 

3.1.3 Probability Distribution of Combined Load 

Probability distribution of vessel collision load reflecting dynamic effect 

is derived as following procedure explained before. With vessel collision 

load, it is assumed to act loads based on Extreme eventⅡ-Load Combination 

from AASHTO LRFD(2010) shown in equation 9.
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    (9)

Where   is dead load,   is live load, and   is water load. Dead 

and live load would be included in combined load probability distribution 

excepting water load. Probability distribution for dead and live load could 

be defined from applying statistical property shown in Table 2 based on the 

existing research result (Nowak, 1999). 

Random Variable Bias factor C.O.V Distribution type

Load
parameters

D 1.050 0.100 Normal

L 1.000 0.180 Lognormal

Table 2 Statistical Property of Load (Nowak, 1999) 

As a result, it is defined each probability distribution for dead, live, and 

vessel collision load as shown in figure 12. Probability distribution of 

combined load is defined like figure 13 by random sampling and 

combination of three kinds of loads. 
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figure 12 Probability distribution of each load 
(dead, live, and collision)

figure 13 Probability distribution of combined load
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3.2 Estimation Process of Reliability Index depending on 

Design Load

3.2.1 Assumptions

Based on reliability analysis process for vessel collision load defined in 

previous chapter, procedure of prescribing reliability index depending on 

annual probability of exceedance would be formalized in this chapter. 

Process of defining probability distribution of resistance would adjust the 

procedure described in figure 14 in whole procedure of reliability analysis 

for vessel collision load.   

figure 14 Application of probability distribution of resistance to 
estimate reliability index depending on design load

 For setting up this process, three assumptions are applied. It is assumed 

that dominant load on critical section is vessel collision load, and limit state 

is PM-interaction diagram considering strength limit state of structural 

member. Based on these assumptions, reliability index would be calculated 

with defining probability distribution of resistance depending on annual 
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probability of exceedance in accordance with the process explained above 

under the condition that probability distribution of combined load is fixed.

3.2.2 Selection of Annual Probability of Exceedance and Design load

Design load is estimated from complementary cumulative distribution 

function of vessel collision load by using annual probability of exceedance. 

In the later numerical examples, annual probability of exceedance, 1/1000, 

1/5000, 1/10000, 1/50000, would be used to estimate vessel collision load as 

shown in figure 15.  

figure 15 Selection of impact force 
corresponding to target annual probability of exceedance
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3.2.3 Section Design with Load Combination and Derivation of 

Probability Distribution of Resistance

The maximum response moment would be decided by structural analysis 

of estimated vessel collision load, and be assumed as nominal bending 

strength to define probability distribution of resistance that applies identical 

statistical property shown in Table 3 regardless of change of sections as 

assumed before. 

Random Variable Bias Factor C.O.V Distribution type

Resistance Parameters R 1.165 0.206 Lognormal

Table 3 Statistical Property of Resistance 

figure 16 Probability Distribution of Load and Resistance 

FORM(First-Order Reliability Method) would be applied to conduct 
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reliability analysis by using probability distribution of loads and resistance, 

Since each probability distributions are non-normal distribution, 

Rackwitz-Fiessler method is used to substitute equivalent normal distribution.
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4 Application of Numerical Examples

4.1 Prototype design bridge

General properties of Prototype design bridge are as follows.

- Bridge Type: 3-span Cable-stayed bridge

- Total length : 520m(88+102+330)+1,200m+520m(330+102+88)=2,240m

- Waterway : Two-way navigable channel under 1,200m main span of 

cable-stayed bridge

- Pylon : A-shaped concrete pylon (H=283.5m, Octagonal hollow section)

- Pier : RC Pier walls (Octagonal hollow section)

- Foundation : Cast-in-place concrete pile foundation  (D=3.0m)
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figure 17 Layout of Vessel Transit Path and Prototype Design Bridge

4.1.1 Determination of probability distribution of vessel collision load 

considering dynamic effect

- Design variables 

Among the whole bridge systems, target piers are two pylons (PY1, 

PY2) as at-risk subjects of vessel collision, which is located in both side of 

waterway and adjacent to 1,000m wide main-waterway. 

Future vessel traffic in waterway under Prototype design bridge should be 

predicted by observing present traffic data and estimating growth of traffic or 

enlargement of vessel scale. However, vessel traffic data from Incheon bridge, 
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the longest cable-stayed bridge in Korea, was applied to define probability 

distribution of vessel collision load, because this numerical example is about 

virtual bridge. Vessel collision probability and probability density function 

(PDF) of collision load was calculated using some parameters like dead 

weight tonnage (DWT), full loaded displacement, ballasted displacement, 

length overall (LOA), breadth, annual movement, and etc. In this example, 

vessel traffic data classified into 117 groups from Incheon bridge design was 

used, and small sized ship under 100 tones has been excluded from group 

classification due to little collision effect on structure (KODA Development 

Co., Ltd., 2005).

figure 18 Vessel Traffic Distribution of Incheon Bridge

Based on AASHTO LRFD(2010), the location of the mean of the collision 

probability distribution has been determined equal to the centerline of the 

vessel transit path and the standard deviation has been assumed equal to the 

LOA of the vessels for calculating collision probability of each vessels given 
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that it is aberrant (PG). Also, design impact speed and minimum design 

impact speed for calculation of ship collision load has been assumed equal to 

standard of Incheon harbor. Since inbound and outbound transit path ar 

located symmetrically to bridge, parameters for PY1 and PY2 are estimated 

equally as shown in Table 4,

Target

width of 
collision 

part
(m)

distance 
from 

centerline 
to pier

(m)

waterway 
width
(m)

maximum 
impact 
speed
(m/s)

minimum 
impact 
speed
(m/s)

PY1 45.06 308.30 417.7 5.14 0.72

PY2 45.06 308.30 417.7 5.14 0.72

Table 4 Parameters for PY1 and PY2 

- Probability distribution of vessel collision load

From applying scenario-based probability model of ship collision load 

explained at chapter 3.1.1, probability distribution of vessel collision load is 

decided as shown in figure 19, containing geographical characteristic of bridge 

and vessel traffic data of the existing waterway.
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figure 19 Complementary Cumulative Distribution function of vessel 
collision load on PY1 & PY2 of Prototype Design Bridge

- Reflection of dynamic effect

Response moment from load combination is examined to reflect dynamic 

effect on probability distribution caused by characteristic of A-shaped concrete 

pylon of Prototype design bridge. Dynamic analysis is conducted only for 

vessel collision load, assuming that dead load and live load are applied as 

static loads. Dynamic analysis result shows that the maximum response 

moment occurs during unloading phase of vessel collision load like figure 20. 

This result came from characteristic of A-shaped pylon that cancellation effect 

occur from condition which moment by dead load/live load and by vessel 

collision act in opposite direction during loading phase, and then, 

reinforcement effect occur from condition which moment by dead load/live 

load and by vessel collision act in same direction during unloading phase. 
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This case is the worst case not found from static analysis, so, response factor 

has been calculated to estimate static load causing equal analysis result with 

the maximum response moment of dynamic analysis. For computation of 

response factor, total 22 collision scenarios depending on load magnitude are 

established and analyzed statically and dynamically. The upper limit of 

response factor is set from the result of collision scenario analysis, because 

there are many uncertain variables like stiffness of vessel, load duration, etc. 

In analysis results of each case like figure 21, response factor is computed as 

a ratio of response moment from static analysis and the maximum moment of 

loading phase from dynamic analysis. The results of examination is shown in 

figure 22, which suggested that the upper limit of dynamic response factor is 

assumed as 0.7. The response factor is multiplied to probability distribution of 

vessel collision load derived in advance. 

figure 20 Moment Time History of Combined Load
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figure 21 Moment Time History of Vessel Collision Load

  

figure 22 Moment Ratio of 22 Cases

4.1.2 Definition of Critical Section and Limit State Function

Critical section of pylon would be selected from static and dynamic 
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analysis of vessel collision load. The assumption is that vessel collision load 

works as a head-on collision and uniformly distributed load on pier. Load 

conditions when ship collides with bridge are applying Extreme event Ⅱ-Load 

combination suggested in AASHTO LRFD (2010), as shown in equation 10.

    (10)

Static and dynamic analysis of the vessel collision load (186.44 MN) is 

conducted on the situation that dead, live, and water loads act on the whole 

bridge systems.

Based on the analysis results, it is confirmed sections that internal forces 

change remarkably whether or not vessel collision load works. The results 

show that there are dominant changes of section forces at four sections of 

pylon as shown in figure 23. Especially in case of 3 and 4 section, internal 

forces at the sections change slightly when static analysis is conducted, 

however, significant changes of section forces has been observed when 

dynamic analysis is conducted, This phenomena came from large deformation 

of superstructure generated by residual vibration of impact after collision. 

Thus, critical sections of bridge superstructure are defined as 4 sections as 

shown in figure 24.  
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figure 23 Changes of Section Force in Pylon
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figure 24 Critical Sections in Pylon of 
Prototype Design Bridge
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There are three kinds of load loading method applied to confirm and 

compare response of critical sections as follows.

(0) Exclusion of vessel collision load

This one is a reference case to compare with analysis result containing 

vessel collision load, therefore, the case considers dead, live, and water load, 

excepting vessel collision load.

(1) Static loading

This one considers that the vessel collision load (186.44 MN) works as 

uniformly distributed load (26.63 MN/m) on pier.

(2) 1.3 times static loading 

This one considers dynamic effect generated by dynamic characteristics of 

vessel collision event. As applying dynamic amplification factor, 1.3 for 

frontal impact, suggested in Eurocode (Eurocode, 2006), it is considered that 

the vessel collision load (242.37 MN) works as uniformly distributed load 

(34.62 MN/m) on pier.

(3) Dynamic loading 

Dynamic load analysis has been conducted to check dynamic response by 

vessel collision. For this, time history of vessel collision load would be 

decided from the estimation method for time history of vessel collision load 

using bilinear stiffness model of vessel (Lim, 2013). There is the time history 

that design vessel of 98,214 DWT collides with ship impact speeds, 4.31 m/s, 
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figure 25 Time History of Vessel Collision Load (186.44 MN)

and the maximum impact load is 186.44 MN as shown in figure 25.

Axial forces and moments by 3 loading methods are compared on P-M 

interaction diagram about 4 critical sections of bridge superstructures decided 

before as shown in figure 26, 27, 28, and 29.  
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figure 26 PM interaction diagram of 1 section 

figure 27 PM interaction diagram of 2 section
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figure 28 PM interaction diagram of 3 section

figure 29 PM interaction diagram of 4 section 

Compared with the case that vessel collision load does not work, changes 

of axial force by vessel collision are insignificant, but, changes of moments 

are remarkable. Therefore, the limit state function is established like equation 
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11 considering bending resistance as limit state about vessel collision load. 

    (11)

Where,   is limit state function,   is bending resistant moment, and   

is maximum moment of applied load.

Supposing that axial forces generated by vessel collision load are constant, 

safety factors against limitation values of each loading case are about 1.5~2 

times of 1 section, and about 3~7 times of 3, 4 sections. Among critical 

sections of bridge superstructures, 1 section has the lowest safety factor, and 

is the most vulnerable section to vessel collision, thus, 1 section is the target 

section of reliability analysis. 

Also, dynamic amplification factor, 1.3, of Eurocode is regarded as 

appropriate value in controversial point of view from the result shown in the 

figure 26, 27, 28, and 29 above that the magnitude of response moment is in 

order of 1.3 times static loading > dynamic loading > static loading. 

4.1.3 Determination of Probability Distribution of Combined Load.

Probability distribution of response moment by vessel collision in critical 

section is deducted from applying probability distribution of vessel collision 

load reflected of dynamic response of numerical example bridge. Also, 

probability distribution of response moment for dead load and live load is 

decided as statistical load characteristics are adopted to response moment of 

critical section from analysis. Probability distribution of load combination is 
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decided by using random sampling from each probability distribution of 

response moment and combination as shown in figure 30. 

Also, loads corresponding to annual probability of exceedance, 0.001, 

0.0002, 0.0001, and 0.00002, are decided from probability distribution of 

vessel collision load. Appling these loads, probability distribution of bending 

resistance on design section is drawn as shown in figure 30.  

figure 30 Probability distribution of load and resistance 
of critical section in Prototype Design Bridge

4.1.4 Calculation of Reliability Index depending on Design Load

There is the result of reliability analysis for vessel collision load acted on 

critical section of pylon as shown in figure 31. Compared with acceptable 

AF(     ) in AASHTO LRFD, corresponding annual 
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figure 31 Interrelation between Design Load and Reliability Index 
of PY1 & PY2

probability of exceedance is 0.00032, and vessel collision load is 172.7 MN. 

This is to say that design load more than 172.7 MN could satisfy design 

criteria of AASHTO LRFD.

 

annual 
probability of 

exceedance

vessel 
collision 

load(MN)
(MN-m)

β

(reliability 
index)



(probability 
of failure)

0.001 153.64 867.07 3.5029 2.30E-4
0.0002 178.64 950.33 3.7949 7.38E-5
0.0001 186.44 976.26 3.8806 5.21E-5

0.00002 202.48 1029.67 4.0475 2.59E-5

Table 5 Result Table of Reliability Analysis for PY1&PY2
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4.2 Incheon bridge

General properties of Incheon bridge are as follows.

- Bridge Type: Cable-stayed bridge

- Main span : 800m

- Waterway : Two-way navigable channel under 800m main span of 

cable-stayed bridge

- Pylon : Diamond-shaped concrete pylon (H=225.5m)

- Foundation : Cast-in-place concrete pile foundation  (D=3.0m)

4.2.1 Determination of Probability Distribution of Vessel Collision Load 

considering Dynamic Effect

- Design variables

Among the whole bridge systems, target pier is a pylon (E1) as at-risk 

subject of vessel collision, which is located in side of waterway under 800m 

main span of bridge and near to inbound vessel transit path. In Incheon 

bridge, dolphin-type protection is installed to escape damage by vessel 

collision, but, in numerical example, it is assumed that there are no protection 

measures.   

In this example, vessel traffic data classified into 117 groups from Incheon 

bridge design was used, and small ship under 100 tones has been excluded 
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from group classification due to little collision effect on structure (KODA 

Development Co., Ltd., 2005). Parameters for E1 to estimate collision 

probability distribution given that it is aberrant are estimated equally as shown 

in Table 6. 

Target

width of 
collision 

part
(m)

distance 
from 

centerline 
to pier

(m)

waterway 
width
(m)

maximum 
impact 
speed
(m/s)

minimum 
impact 
speed
(m/s)

E1 25 243.50 313 5.14 0.72

Table 6 Parameters for E1

- Probability distribution of vessel collision load 

 From applying scenario-based probability model of ship collision load 

explained at chapter 3.1.1, probability distribution of vessel collision load is 

decided as shown in figure 32, containing geographical characteristic of bridge 

and vessel traffic data of the existing waterway.
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figure 32 Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function 
of Vessel Collision Load on E1 of Incheon Bridge

- reflection of dynamic effect

Response moment from load combination is examined to reflect dynamic 

effect on probability distribution caused by characteristic of diamond-shaped 

concrete pylon of Incheon bridge. As explained in chapter 3.1.2 before, the 

maximum response moment of diamond-shaped pylon is occurred during 

loading phase, because there is reinforcement effect generated between 

response moment by dead/live load and by vessel collision load. Therefore, 

for computation of response factor, total 22 collision scenarios depending on 

load magnitude are established and analyzed statically and dynamically. The 

upper limit of response factor is set from the result of collision scenario 

analysis, because there are many uncertain variables like stiffness of vessel, 

load duration, etc. In analysis results of each case like figure 33, response 
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factor was computed as a ratio of response moment from static analysis and 

the maximum moment of loading phase from dynamic analysis. The results of 

examination is shown in figure 34, which suggested that the upper limit of 

dynamic response factor is assumed as 1.3. The response factor is multiplied 

to probability distribution of vessel collision load derived in advance. 

figure 33 Moment Time History of Combined Load
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figure 34 Moment Ratio of 20 Cases 

4.2.2 Definition of Critical Section and Limit State Function

Static and dynamic analysis of the vessel collision load (192.2 MN) is 

conducted on the situation that dead, live, and water loads act on the whole 

bridge system based on Extreme event Ⅱ-load combination as shown in 

equation 10 before. As a result, there is the most significant change of 

section force in 1 section of superstructure and 2 section of substructure. 

Therefore, 2 section of substructure is selected as a critical section of Incheon 

Bridge that have lower safety factor and response of section force is located 

in outside of  PM interaction diagram meaning failure.
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figure 35 Critical Section in Pylon of Incheon Bridge 

In this example, the limit state function is established same with the one 

of Prototype Design Bridge as shown in equation 11 that consider only 

bending resistance as limit state about vessel collision load. 

4.2.3 Determination of Probability Distribution of Combined Load

Probability distribution of response moment by vessel collision in critical 
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section is deducted from applying probability distribution of vessel collision 

load reflected of dynamic response of numerical example bridge. Also, 

probability distribution of response moment for dead load and live load is 

decided as statistical load characteristics are adopted to response moment of 

critical section from analysis. Probability distribution of load combination is 

decided by using random sampling from each probability distribution of 

response moment and combination as shown in figure 36. 

Also, loads corresponding to annual probability of exceedance, 0.001, 

0.0002, 0.0001, and 0.00002, are decided from probability distribution of 

vessel collision load. Appling these loads, probability distribution of bending 

resistance on design section is drawn as shown in figure 36. 

figure 36 Probability distribution of load and resistance 
of critical section in Incheon Bridge
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4.2.4 Calculation of Reliability Index depending on Design Load

There is the result of reliability analysis for vessel collision load acted on 

critical section of pylon as shown in figure 37. Compared with acceptable 

AF(     ) in AASHTO LRFD, corresponding vessel collision 

load is 285.11 MN. This is to say that design load more than 285.11 MN 

could satisfy design criteria of AASHTO LRFD. 

figure 37 Interrelation between Design Load and Reliability Index of E1

annual 
probability 

of 
exceedance

vessel 
collision load 

(MN)



(MN-m)

β

(reliability 
index)



(probability 
of failure)

0.001 159.7 142.485 2.7483 0.002995
0.0002 185.7 165.73 2.9555 0.001561
0.0001 193.2 172.40 3.0124 0.001296

0.00002 210.7 188.02 3.1437 0.000834

Table 7 Result Table of Reliability Analysis for E1
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5 Conclusion

From this study, reliability analysis procedure for vessel collision load is 

formalized. Based on reliability theory, probability distribution of load is 

defined with considering dynamic effect by vessel collision and determining 

probability distribution of combined load. For this, response factor is 

computed from ratio of the maximum moment of collision scenarios. From 

formalization of reliability analysis, it would be possible to express 

uncertainty of vessel collision event as quantitative value, and compute 

elaborate vessel collision load considering dynamic effect, especially occurred 

in accordance with type of pylon.

 Also, process of estimating reliability index depending annual probability 

of exceedance is formalized with applying to derive probability distribution 

of resistance over reliability analysis procedure. It would be verified by 

applying procedure to numerical example of Prototype Design Bridge and 

Incheon Bridge. As a result, annual probability of exceedance corresponding 

to failure probability 0.0001 (  ) is 0.00032 and vessel collision load 

is 172.3 MN that means satisfy criteria suggested in AASHTO LRFD if 

design load over 172.3 MN is used. In case of Incheon Bridge, reliability 

index depending annual probability of exceedance is computed about the top 

section of pile. The result of reliability analysis about reliability index 2 that 

is lower value than reliability index of superstructure in Prototype Design 

Bridge, because vessel collision load is worked directly on top section of 

pile. Therefore when designing section of pile, enlargement of section size 
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or application of protection measures could be used to satisfy AF 1/10000 

suggested in AASHTO. Formalized reliability analysis procedure for vessel 

collision as explained above could be applied to any section in pylon, and 

provide objective standard when design for vessel collision. 

This procedure could provide basis about upper and lowest limit of target 

annual probability of exceedance, however, for this, there are more data 

needed to have validity of reasons by applying additional numerical example 

bridges.
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7 초록

선박충돌에 대응한 하중-저항 기반 교량 설계(LRFD)를 위해서 설계하

중을 충돌하중의 확률분포로부터 결정하기 위한 기준이 필요하다. 이 연

구는 설계하중을 선정하는 기준으로 충돌하중 확률분포의 연간초과확률

을 사용하였다. 선박충돌하중의 연간초과확률 정의를 위해 설계하중에

대한 교량의 파괴확률을 신뢰도 평가 기법을 사용하여 도출하였다.

연구 방법으로 선박충돌의 영향 변수를 고려하여 선박충돌 하중의 확

률분포를 도출하였으며, 저항의 확률분포는 위험단면을 산출한 후 PM상

관도 상의 한계상태와 저항의 통계특성을 사용하여 도출하였다. 선박충

돌하중에 대한 응답 도출시 충돌하중의 동적 특성을 고려하기 위해 시간

이력 해석을 통한 응답을 검토하였다. 이를 통해 선박충돌하중에 대한

장대교량의 신뢰도 평가기법을 정식화하였다. 예제 교량에 신뢰도 평가

기법을 적용한 결과, 연간초과확률과 신뢰도 지수간의 관계를 규명하였

다. 연구 결과, 선박충돌로 인한 동적 효과에 대한 고려가 필요하며, 기

존의 결정론적 방식에 비해 정교한 하중 계산이 가능하다.

주요어 : 확률론적 접근, 선박충돌 설계하중, 연간초과확률, 신뢰도 평

가, 선박충돌 동적 효과

학번 : 2012-20908
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